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Introduction
To restore and save our resources we after more than a decade of 

research with huge expenses developed a chemical formulation named, 
“Universal Potentiator” (UP – under patent) solvent is water. The UP is 
designed as spray, highly economical, easy to use and sprayed externally 
6-12 inches over and above the packets containing basic usables. UP
enhances the present or restore the lost/loosing potency of any basic
usable like food, liquid fuel, agrochemicals, pharmaceuticals etc. Thus
reduce the basic usable’s quantity needed for use, reduce the pollution
and inactivate any adulterants. Thereby our resources are greatly saved 
and huge economy restored.

Potentiator is a chemical which produce potentiation, when two 
chemicals are taken together and one of them intensifies the action 
of the other [1]. Universal Potentiator (UP – under patent) is the 
recent invention after 14 years of research in inorganic chemistry, 
atomic chemistry and radio chemistry. We define UP as, “a harmless, 
economical chemical which potentiates the natural potency of anything 
made up of atoms”.

Universal Potentiator
The use of Universal Potentiator (designed as spray-like body 

spray) is unique, has universal application and is equivalent to the five 
basic elements by its use, value and essential nature. UP is sprayed 
externally 6-12 inches over and above the packets containing basic 
usables. During spraying UP spray generates low energy photons [2] 
and this technology is now successfully employed in enhancing the 
natural potency of petrochemicals, agrochemicals, cement, rubber, 
textiles, vaccines, antibiotics [3], food products [4,5], therapeutics (The 
Holypathy/Potentiopathy), etc., UP thereby reduces the quantity of 

these basic usables requirements and pollution, thus huge economy 
and resources are on saving.

The UP spray’s action may seem to be magic or fantastic, many 
cannot comprehend and believe, but this reality is not illusion. For 
example, our Earth is a tiny part of our galaxy. But Galaxy has no up or 
down or sides and many more and does not abide human physical laws 
and conclusions [6].

UP technology is more than a higher level of scientific 
understanding. God is the only real back to human inventions including 
this basic dynamic spray invention. This spray technology seems to be 
also present with Extraterrestrials for therapeutic purpose during their 
visitations. Infinite grounds for research available in this potentiology 
field for all scientists.
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